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Scope
Silvae Genetica is an international peer reviewed journal with more than 60 years of tradition and experience in all fields of theoretical and applied forest genetics and tree breeding. It continues "Zeitschrift für Forstgenetik und Forstpflanzenzüchtung" (Journal of Forest Genetics and Forest Tree Breeding) founded by W. LANGNER in 1951. The journal particularly encourages submissions in the following key areas:

- Population genetics
- Evolutionary genetics
- Molecular genetics
- Forest genetics
- Conservation genetics
- Tree breeding
- Tree biotechnology
- Tree genomics

Moreover, manuscripts about ecological studies with implications for the genetics of trees and other organisms of forests are welcome.

Manuscript categories
Silvae Genetica publishes original articles, reviews and short notes on forest genetics, tree breeding and related fields.

- **Original articles** - Articles of this category report novel research that yields valuable insights into topics within the journals coverage. Original articles, including tables, illustrations and literature must not exceed six printed pages (equivalent to 24 typed pages with 30 lines at double spacing and with a 5 cm border, up to 7000 words excluding references). Longer papers can only be accepted in exceptional cases.
- **Reviews** - Articles of this category can summarize recently terminated research areas of wide importance, provide an up-to-date account of the present status of active research areas, or set the perspective for future research.
- **Short notes** such as primer notes and computer notes - Their content may extend up to one page in length (about 4 pages of typescript, up to 2500 words) and should also be classified by up to ten key words.

All manuscript categories are subject to peer review.

Legal requirements
Submission of a manuscript implies that the described work has neither been published before nor is under consideration for publication anywhere else. The publication has to be approved by all co-authors. It is the author's responsibility to obtain permission to reproduce illustrations, tables, etc. from other publications. The publisher will not be held legally responsible should there be any claims for compensation.
Manuscript submission
Manuscripts should be submitted electronically via e-mail to the editorial office of Silvae Genetica (silvae-genetica@thuenen.de). A cover letter and the Declaration of Exemption (refer to the end of these guidelines) have to be provided together with the manuscript. The manuscript should be provided as a Word-file. The place, where tables or figures are to be placed has to be indicated in the text.

Cover Letter
The cover letter can be used to draw the editor’s attention to particular aspects of the manuscript or related issues. Please state in your cover letter if this is the first contact you have had with Silvae Genetica regarding your submission. If your manuscript is a resubmission, please specify the original manuscript number.
We welcome suggestions for reviewers but ask that these are included in the E-Mail to the editorial office. Requests to exclude referees should be made the same way.

Manuscript preparation
Manuscripts should be double-spaced with all margins having at least 4 cm in width. All pages should be numbered consecutively and line numbers should be given to facilitate ease of reference for reviewers. Manuscripts should be written in clear, concise and grammatically correct English.

Manuscript contents
Please arrange your manuscript as follows:

Title page
• A concise and informative title
• The name(s) of the author(s)
• The affiliation(s) and address(es) of the author(s)
• The e-mail address and telephone and fax number of the corresponding author
• Word count for the main text (excluding references, tables and figures)

Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all stages of refereeing and publication, also post-publication. Ensure that the e-mail address is given and that contact details are kept up to date by the corresponding author.

Abstract
Each paper must be preceded by an abstract of the most important results and conclusions in no more than 250 words.

Key words:
Please provide up to ten key words to facilitate referencing of the paper

Introduction
This section should be brief and state the purpose of the presented work in relation to other work in the same field. It should not present an extensive review of the literature.
Materials and methods
This section should provide enough information to permit repetition of the experimental work.

Results
These should be presented succinctly in the same order as the experiments are described in materials and methods. Information given in the text should not be repeated in the tables or figure legends.

Discussion
The discussion should be an interpretation of the results and clearly identify their significance with reference to work by other authors.

Acknowledgements
These should be brief.

References
The total number of references should not exceed 100 entries. In-text-citation should follow the author-date method (Kapeller et al., 2017), unless the author name forms part of the text, e.g. Kapeller et al. (2017). References to more than one publication of the same author in the same year should be distinguished alphabetically with small letters.

A complete list all sources of literature cited in the manuscript must be given at the end of the manuscript ordered alphabetically by name, in form of the examples below. The reference list should only include work that has been published or accepted for publication. If no person can be made responsible for the publication, the name of the appropriate body should be used, e.g. (IPCC, 2013). Personal communications should only be mentioned in the text.

References should be made in the Silvae Genetica-specific citation format “silvae_genetica_new.ens” provided at https://www.degruyter.com/view/j/s. Please provide DOI numbers with your references, if available.

Examples:

Journal article
https://dx.doi.org/10.1111/eva.12413


Book

Book section

Web page

Supporting Information
You may provide tables, figures, etc. as supporting information for your manuscript. These will be provided online for manual download. However, they are not subject of editorial formatting.

Figures
All figures (photographs, graphs or diagrams) must be referred to in the text and numbered consecutively throughout. They can be embedded in the main text file or additionally submitted as high resolution images. Lowercase letters (a, b etc.) should be used to identify figure parts. Coloured figures are welcome and of no charge. Vector graphics, should be professionally drawn or generated by high-quality computer software. The preferred format for line art, charts, and annotated graphics is EPS or JPEG. Half tone images (photographs, raster graphics etc.) should be in TIFF format, saved at the intended final size, and with a resolution of at least 300 dpi. File names (one file for each figure) should include the figure number. Figure legends must be brief and contain self-sufficient explanations of the illustrations. They should be double spaced and provided on a separate sheet at the end of the manuscript file. Figures should fit on paper no larger than used for text (Din A4). The final size of lettering (after reduction or enlarging) in figures should be no less than 1.5 mm.

Tables
Tables can be embedded in the main text or provided separately. All tables must be referred to in the text and they have to be numbered consecutively. They should have a short, descriptive title, whereas other information should be placed in a legend below the table. There are no vertical lines in a table.

Proofreading
Authors will receive galley proofs of original articles and short notes for correction by e-mail. They must be returned with the least possible delay. The only corrections permitted are those arising during typesetting. No amendments of the manuscript are permitted. Corrections on announcements, reports, and reviews will be made in the editorial office.

Publication schedule
Four issues are to be printed each year. Articles not yet assigned to a specific issue are immediately available online ("Ahead of Print").
Declaration of Exemption

The author responsible for the publication of this contribution in the journal *Silvae Genetica*

Title of Article:

declared that the use of illustrations (photos, graphics) does not infringe upon the rights of third parties or legal regulations. He/she further declares that he/she possesses all usage rights for this material, particular those concerning multiplication and distribution.

The author declares that he/she has/will paid/pay all possible copyright or legal protection costs:

The author is solely responsible for meeting all claims of third parties including those of copyright or legal protection. The author frees the publisher of all responsibility for the demands of third parties, which occur in the course of enacting such rights, and will reimburse the publisher for all consequent damages and costs.

Author’s Address

Place, Date________________ Signature_________________